
A Note From the Author About Reverence 
All of these scripts were developed for use within programs which give honor and glory 

to God. At no time is the comedy meant to be played in a way demeaning to the dignity of Our 
Lord.  

It may strike some who have weathered the experimental educational antics of the post-
Vatican II era, that using comedic puppet presentations to represent Our Lord and the Saints 
verges on making a cheap joke of them. This is not ever my intention. I’ll give you an example: 
When, as in the case of my script on St. Peter, I poke extreme fun at the slowness with which the 
Apostles grasped the real meaning of Jesus’ teaching (clearly before they received the Holy 
Spirit at Pentecost), I do so with the very great affection of one who identifies personally with 
that same slowness to grasp the mysteries and challenges of our beloved faith. Their faults are 
meant to put the children at ease with acknowledging their own faults and to help them 
understand just how much even the saints and heroes of the Bible have needed the mercy of God.  

Additionally, when Jesus uses ordinary modern vernacular in relating to other characters, 
notice that He does so with great forbearance and with affection for them all, even when He is 
being critical. I never want to send the message to a child that Jesus is slovenly or ordinary, but 
merciful, accessible and forgiving, someone they can relate to. His lines should always be read 
kindly. 

The children really do understand that we are talking about important things. When these 
scripts were used in my religious-ed classes (grades 1-3), they were preceded by a decade of the 
Rosary (done in the strictest reverence); a spirited, heartfelt talk on the day’s lesson (including 
dialogue with the children); the singing of a hymn (processing to the story rug with energetic 
marching); a Bible story with vivid pictures (a lit candle helps with mood); more discussion of 
the lesson; a brief group re-enactment of the Bible story of the day (when time allowed); and 
then, finally, the puppet show. I generally framed the puppet segment as a reward for their 
cooperative spirit throughout the rest of the lesson. 

My point is that, by the time we arrived at the short, wacky puppet presentation, my 
reverence for the subject had already been absorbed. The humor was a bonus and great way to 
send them forth in joy. But it had more utilitarian purposes, as well. The puppet show was used 
to hammer home the lesson’s central concept; frame it in a memorable way for the children; 
review difficult vocabulary; go further into a passage of scripture; or make a dry subject fun (like 
the colors of the liturgical year).  

It has been my experience that a simple concept, enjoyably presented, has sticking power. 
The parents of my students heartily attested to this and to the success of the class as a whole. I 
have been told by parents that their children could not wait to come to class, and that their 
interest in prayer and good works outside of class were visibly growing, as a result.  

I hope your use of these scripts, either for puppet presentations or as skits for older 
children, will bring vibrancy, excitement and joy to your classroom experience. If you use them 
as skits, know that the simplicity of the format is appreciated by children even as old as fourteen, 
and they give the instructor a chance to invite even the shyest students to participate. 

God bless you all!  
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